
GVPTE-FT-886 V-TOP Surgery Table Assembly Instructions 

1. Remove top and sides from crate by unscrewing all panels. Be careful when unscrewing the crate top as the 

table top is immediately underneath this. 

2. Get 2 equal size pieces of wood to place beside the crate so that you can put the table in an elevated position 

so that you can screw on the 4 castors.  

3. Before lifting the table off the crate base, ensure that the tilt mechanism is fully tightened – black knob under 

table. 

4. Lift the table from the MIDDLE OF THE ENDS (NOT THE CORNERS) and place on the wood/bricks. If you lift 

from the corners the table top will tilt into a V shape and you may cause injury to handlers. 

5. DO NOT tilt the table over to screw in castors while you have 2 castors on the other side as you may bend the 

threaded hole/posts of the castors. 

6. Screw in 4 x castors applying a small amount of lubricating oil to each thread before screwing in. You only need 

to screw in castors so they are hand tight. Applying brakes to castors as you twist them in allows you to 

tighten. Do not overtighten castors. 

7. Slide tie downs to each corner of the side rails. There are tightening handles in the plastic waste collection 

bucket. These screw into the underside of each of the tiedowns so that they can be held in place. 

8. Remove UP/DOWN Pedal from plastic as well as coiled cord. 

9. Plug electrical cord into power board with surge protector. 

10. Check Up/Down operation by depressing foot pedals. 

 

V-TOP configuration: 

1. Each side of table top tilts independently. 

2. To raise table side, undo black lever under side of the table top. Raise side to desired angle and push lever 

upwards. If the table side is not locked in position, disengage the black handle by pulling it to the Right as 

you are looking at it. This unlocks the handle from the tensioning screw and allows you to move it back 

down to a position where once released and re-engaged you can apply further tightening to the table side. 

A lot of users do not pay attention to this instruction. Please read it carefully and put it into action to see 

that you understand.  

3. DO NOT PULL DOWN ON THE TABLE TOP SIDES WITH FORCE WHEN IN ‘V’ POSITION AS THIS WEARS THE 

MECHANISM TO HOLD IT IN PLACE. 

4. To lower, reverse the above process. 

 

Table tilt: 

1. Unscrew black knob attached to the 2 long stainless steel guiding mechanisms under table top while 

hanging on to table top so it does not move unexpectedly. 

2. Tilt to required angle. 

3. Tighten black knob firmly. 

4. Table only tilts one way. 

Drainage tray: 

1. This can be removed for cleaning from one end only. 

2. There is a hole at one end, for fluid to drain. Be sure to place the square plastic bucket provided to capture 

fluids – position it under the drainage hole by sliding it along the runners at the end of the table. 

3. Screw in a black handled threaded rod to the threaded hole in the end of the surgery table to hold the 

plastic collection bucket in place. This is particularly for when the table is tilted to stop the collection 

bucket sliding out. 

4. Be sure to remove after each day’s surgery for cleaning. 

 

IV Pole: 

1. Remove from wrapping. 

2. Slide into the sleeve on the end of the operating table. 

3. Use a black handled threaded rod to hold into place. 


